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A Novel Vintage
The complete, clear guide to creating compelling plots for
film -Integrate plot, characterization, and exposition to make
stories real - Examples from new and classic movies
examine great plots in action Plot must be as much about the
emotions of the characters as it is about the events of the
story. That’s the message of The Art of Plotting, which
teaches screenwriters how to integrate plot, characterization,
and exposition to make stories compelling. Using examples
from recent and classic movies, author Linda J. Cowgill
demonstrates how the plot springs naturally from the
characters--and how that technique makes audiences connect
with the story on a more intimate level. Examples include
American Beauty, Shakespeare in Love, Erin Brockovich,
Spider-Man, Chinatown, Jaws, and more. Easy exercises
reveal common plot problems and help writers overcome
them. Clear and easy to understand and to use, The Art of
Plotting shows exactly how great plotting evolves from
characters caught in life-changing conflicts--and how to
create great plots driven by that idea.
A Practical Step-by-Step Guide from Inspiration to Finished Manuscript
St. Martin's Press
A quick look at any fiction bestseller list reveals that thrillers make up most
of the titles at the top. HOW TO WRITE A DAMN GOOD THRILLER
will help the aspiring novelist or screenwriter to design, draft, write, and
polish a thriller that is sure to grab readers. Frey uses examples from both
books and movies and addresses the following hot topics: *Germinal ideas
*Breathing life into great thriller characters *Crafting a gripping opening

*Maintaining tension *Creating obstacles and conflicts *Writing a mean,
lean thriller scene *Adding surprise twists *Building a smashing climax and
many more. In his trademark approachable and humorous style, Frey
illuminates the building blocks of great thrillers and gives the reader the
tools to write his or her own.
The Complete Guide to Mystery, Suspense,
and Crime W. W. Norton & Company
Every Character Has a Voice Point of view
isn't just an element of storytelling–when
chosen carefully and employed consistently
in a work of fiction, it is the foundation
of a captivating story. It's the character
voice you can hear as clearly as your own.
It's the unique worldview that intrigues
readers–persuading them to empathize with
your characters and invest in their tale.
It's the masterful concealing and revealing
of detail that keeps pages turning and
plots fresh. It's the hidden agenda that
makes narrators complicated and compelling.
It's also something most writers struggle
to understand. In The Power of Point of
View, RITA Award-winning author Alicia
Rasley first teaches you the fundamentals
of point of view (POV)–who is speaking,
why, and what options work best within the
conventions of your chosen genre. Then, she
takes you deeper to explain how POV
functions as a crucial piece of your
story–something that ultimately shapes and
drives character, plot, and every other
component of your fiction. Through
comprehensive instruction and engaging

exercises, you'll learn how to: • choose a
point of view that enhances your characters
and plots and encourages reader involvement
• navigate the levels of a character's
point of view, from objective viewing to
action to emotion • craft unusual
perspectives, including children, animal
narrators, and villains A story changes
depending on who's telling it, and The
Power of Point of View will help you
determine which of your characters can make
your story come to life.
A Handbook from Mystery Writers of America Penguin
A woman disappears into the dark city night… Gen is on the
verge of a divorce from her cheating husband. When her sister,
Meg, has a convention to attend in the Big Apple, she invites
Gen along to celebrate her newly found freedom. But the perfect
sisters’ getaway quickly goes awry when a tipsy Gen defiantly
throws her wedding ring off the hotel room’s balcony. Then,
wanting some fresh air, she decides to take a late-evening walk
alone and vanishes without a trace. The investigation that
follows uncovers secrets—and betrayals—between sisters and
spouses that will twist the truth in on itself until nothing is clear.
What really happened to Gen and who, besides Meg, was the
last to see her?
Story-Flash Plotting and Writing Suspense Fiction
Craft an Engaging Plot How does plot influence story structure?
What's the difference between plotting for commercial and literary
fiction? How do you revise a plot or structure that's gone off
course? With Write Great Fiction: Plot & Structure, you'll discover
the answers to these questions and more. Award-winning author
James Scott Bell offers clear, concise information that will help you
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create a believable and memorable plot, including: � Techniques
for crafting strong beginnings, middles, and ends � Easy-to-
understand plotting diagrams and charts � Brainstorming
techniques for original plot ideas � Thought-provoking exercises
at the end of each chapter � Story structure models and methods
for all genres � Tips and tools for correcting common plot
problems Filled with plot examples from popular novels,
comprehensive checklists, and practical hands-on guidance, Write
Great Fiction: Plot & Structure gives you the skills you need to
approach plot and structure like an experienced pro.
How to Write Unforgettable Fiction by Breaking the Rules Grand
Central Publishing
Edgar award nominee James N. Frey, author of the internationally best-
selling books on the craft of writing, How to Write a Damn Good
Novel, How to Write a Damn Good Novel II: Advanced Techniques,
and The Key: How to Write Damn Good Fiction Using the Power of
Myth, has now written what is certain to become the standard "how to"
book for mystery writing, How to Write a Damn Good Mystery. Frey
urges writers to aim high-not to try to write a good-enough-to-get-
published mystery, but a damn good mystery. A damn good mystery is
first a dramatic novel, Frey insists-a dramatic novel with living, breathing
characters-and he shows his readers how to create a living, breathing,
believable character who will be clever and resourceful, willful and
resolute, and will be what Frey calls "the author of the plot behind the
plot." Frey then shows, in his well-known, entertaining, and accessible
(and often humorous) style , how the characters-the entire ensemble,
including the murderer, the detective, the authorities, the victims, the
suspects, the witnesses and the bystanders-create a complete and
coherent world. Exploring both the on-stage action and the behind-the-
scenes intrigue, Frey shows prospective writers how to build a fleshed-
out, believable, and logical world. He shows them exactly which parts of
that world show up in the pages of a damn good mystery-and which
parts are held back just long enough to keep the reader guessing. This is
an indispensable step-by-step guide for anyone who's ever dreamed of
writing a damn good mystery.
The 100 Best Books Penguin
Planning Your Novel: Ideas and Structure takes you step-by-step
through finding and developing ideas, brainstorming stories, and
crafting a solid plan for your novel--including a one-sentence pitch,
summary hook blurb, and working synopsis. Over 100 different
exercises lead you through the novel-planning process, with ten
workshops that build upon each other to flesh out your idea as much or
as little as you need to do to start writing. Find Exercises On: - Creating
Characters - Choosing Point of View - Determining the Conflict -

Finding Your Process - Developing Your Plot - And So Much More!
Planning Your Novel: Ideas and Structure is an easy-to-follow guide to
planning your novel, as well as a handy tool for revising a first draft, or
fixing a novel that isn't quite working.
How to Write Killer Fiction Penguin
Writing is all about creating an experience for the reader. Whether
you're giving them a brain-teasing puzzle or an adrenaline-soaked
emotional roller coaster-ride, this book helps you shape your fiction to
create maximum enjoyment for your readers. Now you can learn the
craft directly from one of the most respected contemporary writers in
the field, Carolyn What, winner of multitudinous awards and
nominations. What knows what editors want, and shows you how to
achieve your writing an publishing goals. How To Write Killer Fiction is
a handbook that no writer of mystery or suspense can afford to be
without.
Elements of Fiction Writing - Conflict and Suspense Turtleback Books
Patricia Highsmith, author of Strangers On a Train, The Talented
Mr.Ripley, Found In The Street, and many other books, is known as
one of the finest suspense novelists. In this book, she analyzes the key
elements of suspense fiction, drawing upon her own experience in four
decades as a working writer. She talks about, among other topics; how to
develop a complete story from an idea; what makes a plot gripping; the
use (and abuse) of coincidence; characterization and the likeable
criminal; going from first draft to final draft; and writing the suspense
short story. Throughout the book, Highsmith illustrates her points with
plentiful examples from her own work, and by discussing her own
inspirations, false starts, dead ends, successes, and failures, she presents a
lively and highly readable picture of the novelist at work. Anyone who
wishes to write crime and suspense fiction, or who enjoys reading it, will
find this book an insightful guide to the craft and art of a modern
master.
Orange for the Sunsets Macmillan
From the late mistress of suspense and noir fiction comes a chilling
anthology of short fiction, featuring works from five of her classic
short story collections combined into a single anthology. By the
author of The Talented Mr. Ripley. Reader's Guide available.
The Complete Guide to Writing Great Fiction Ballantine Books
Explains how to use the elements of suspense to create and develop
an exciting story.
A Novel Writer
Discover how to create stories that build suspense, reveal character, and
engage your audience with this ultimate guide to writing. When it comes
to writing bestsellers, it’s all about the plot. Trouble is, plot is where
most writers fall down—but you don’t have to be one of them. With
this book, you’ll learn how to create stories that build suspense, reveal

character, and engage readers—one scene at a time. Celebrated writing
teacher and author Martha Alderson has devised a plotting system
that’s as innovative as it is easy to implement. With her foolproof
blueprint, you’ll learn to devise a successful storyline for any genre. She
shows how to: -Use the power of the Universal Story -Create plot lines
and subplots that work together -Effectively use a scene tracker for
maximum impact -Insert energetic markers at the right points in your
story -Show character transformation at the book’s climax This is the
ultimate guide for you to write page-turners that sell!
The Plot Whisperer MIRA
After his father is accused of murder, combat veteran and Special
Agent John Puller must investigate his past and learn the truth
about his mother in this New York Times bestselling thriller--but
someone hiding in the shadows wants revenge. Two men. Thirty
years. John Puller's mother, Jackie, vanished thirty years ago from
Fort Monroe, Virginia, when Puller was just a boy. Paul Rogers has
been in prison for ten years. But twenty years before that, he was at
Fort Monroe. One night three decades ago, Puller's and Rogers'
worlds collided with devastating results, and the truth has been
buried ever since. Until now. Military investigators, armed with a
letter from a friend of Jackie's, arrive in the hospital room of
Puller's father-a legendary three-star now sinking into dementia-
and reveal that Puller Sr. has been accused of murdering his wife.
Aided by his brother Robert Puller, an Air Force major, and
Veronica Knox, who works for a shadowy U.S. intelligence
organization, Puller begins a journey that will take him into his own
past, to find the truth about his mother. Paul Rogers' time is
running out. With the clock ticking, he begins his own journey,
one that will take him across the country to the place where all his
troubles began: a mysterious building on the grounds of Fort
Monroe. There, thirty years ago, the man Rogers had once been
vanished too, and was replaced with a monster. And now the
monster wants revenge. And the only person standing in his way is
John Puller.
No Man's Land HarperCollins
From acclaimed novelist Jill Dawson comes this imaginative psychological
thriller—a dark and compelling snapshot into the life of Patricia Highsmith
that immerses readers into the intoxicating, nightmarish psyche of this
brilliant, complex author. When novelist Patricia Highsmith moves into a
small cottage in Suffolk, England, in the mid-1960s, she’s seeking seclusion
and time to write. There’s another reason for seeking privacy too—Pat is
involved in a secret romance with Sam, a married woman living in London.
But even in this quaint village, Pat can’t escape the obligations of her success.
A young reporter, Virginia “Ginny” Smythson-Balby, sets her sights on Pat
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for an article she’s writing. Ginny is both tenacious and oddly familiar, but Pat
can’t quite place where she’s seen her before. Intent on unearthing details
about Pat’s fascination with not just the subject of murder but the psychology
of a murderer, Ginny constantly intrudes into the sanctuary Pat had hoped to
create, much to her dismay. As Pat observes, love is a kind of madness. And
when Sam comes for a visit, tension between Pat and Sam’s husband
escalates with deadly results. For so long she’s wondered what it would feel
like to commit the ultimate transgression. Now she’s not just a chronicler of
murder and violence, but a participant as she becomes a character from her
own thrilling, disturbing novels. But just like her books, she discovers crime has
consequences⋯dark, surprising, and inescapable. Jill Dawson deftly explores
the public and private life of one of the most intriguing writers of our time,
blending fact and fiction in a novel as thrilling as Patricia Highsmith’s own
work.
The Shipping News Lone Eagle
Don't limit your fiction - LIBERATE IT All too often, following the
"rules" of writing can constrict rather than inspire you. With Story
Trumps Structure, you can shed those rules - about three-act structure,
rising action, outlining, and more - to craft your most powerful,
emotional, and gripping stories. Award-winning novelist Steven James
explains how to trust the narrative process to make your story
believable, compelling, and engaging, and debunks the common myths
that hold writers back from creating their best work. � Ditch your
outline and learn to write organically. � Set up promises for readers -
and deliver on them. � Discover how to craft a satisfying climax. �
Master the subtleties of characterization. � Add mind-blowing twists to
your fiction. When you focus on what lies at the heart of story - tension,
desire, crisis, escalation, struggle, discovery - rather than plot templates
and formulas, you'll begin to break out of the box and write fiction that
resonates with your readers. Story Trumps Structure will transform the
way you think about stories and the way you write them, forever.
The Hiding Place W. W. Norton & Company
Enthrall Your Readers! Suspense is one of the most powerful tools
a writer has for captivating readers--but it isn't just for thrillers.
From mainstream fiction to memoir, suspense creates the
emotional tension that keeps readers on the edge of their seats.
Mastering Suspense, Structure, & Plot is your hands-on guide to
weaving suspense into your narrative. Award-winning author Jane
K. Cleland teaches you how to navigate genre conventions, write
for your audience, and build gripping tension to craft an irresistible
page-turner. Inside, Cleland will show you how to: � Implement
thirteen no-fail techniques to construct an effective plot and
structure for your story � Use Cleland's Plotting Road Map to
add elements of suspense like twists, reversals, and moments of
danger � Write subplots with purpose � Improve your

descriptions, character development, sentence structure, and more
Packed with case studies, exercises, and dozens of examples from
best-selling authors, Mastering Suspense, Structure, & Plot is the
key to writing suspenseful, engaging stories that leave your readers
wanting more. ------ "Indispensable! For newbie authors and
veterans alike, this terrific how-to is your new go-to. Don't write
your book without it--it's a treasure." --Hank Phillippi Ryan,
Agatha, Anthony, Macavity and Mary Higgins Clark award-
winning author
Writing the Thriller Writer
Author and scriptwriter Alexander Astremsky offers a systematic
approach to plot development and screenwriting. He suggests you
stop "waiting for inspiration" and use the Story-Flash step-by-step
technology instead. He invites you to rev up "the engine of your
imagination" so that you can come up with exciting stories and
design them easily, professionally and without the "throes of
creation." The book includes such chapters as "Story
Development," "Episode Plan," "Character Development," "How
to Make the Story as Compelling as Possible," "How to Develop a
Great Comedy Plot," etc. It includes over 60 various practical
exercises, pictures and diagrams illustrating this step-by-step
process. This book also includes the Story-Flash Game, which you
can play by yourself or with others. It is not just an interesting and
entertaining game, it is designed to boost your imagination with
inspiration and break down the barriers in your mind that prevent
you from creating brilliant stories with ease. Would you like to
know how to write stories? How to write a screenplay? How to
write a book? Story-Flash is a screenwriting book that will show
you how to write well, how to write faster and easier.
The Talented Mr. Ripley Fiction University Press
In order to convince his son to come home, Herbert Greenleaf, a rich
shipbuilder, sends the suave con man Tom Ripley to Italy, but is
unaware of his son's friend's criminal activities. Reprint.
Writing and Selling Your Mystery Novel Revised and Expanded Edition W.
W. Norton & Company
At the nexus of high finance and sophisticated computer programming, a
terrifying future may be unfolding even now. Dr. Alex Hoffmann’s name is
carefully guarded from the general public, but within the secretive inner circles
of the ultrarich he is a legend. He has developed a revolutionary form of
artificial intelligence that predicts movements in the financial markets with
uncanny accuracy. His hedge fund, based in Geneva, makes billions. But one
morning before dawn, a sinister intruder breaches the elaborate security of his
lakeside mansion, and so begins a waking nightmare of paranoia and violence
as Hoffmann attempts, with increasing desperation, to discover who is trying

to destroy him. Fiendishly smart and suspenseful, The Fear Index gives us a
searing glimpse into an all-too-recognizable world of greed and panic. It is a
novel that forces us to confront the question of what it means to be
human—and it is Robert Harris’s most spellbinding and audacious novel to
date.
Crime & Mystery HarperCollins
Exploring great plots from Plato to The Matrix, from Tolstoy to Toy Story,
Scarlett Thomas’s new book is for writers and readers who want to unlock
any narrative and create their own. Filled with creative exercises, structures,
and charts, Thomas’ manual breaks down the fiction writing process and
demonstrates that everyone has material to write about, whether they believe it
or not. Have you ever had your heart broken, or broken someone else’s
heart? Have you ever won an argument but later realized you were wrong?
Have you ever tripped in public or spilled wine on someone else’s carpet?
Monkeys with Typewriters is an ode to the secret power of stories, and a guide
to cracking those powers open. As a bestselling author, Thomas may appear as
a naturally gifted writer. However, for Thomas, fiction unlocked itself only
once she recognized the importance of an author’s individual experience
and one’s willingness to ask questions, not simply provide solutions. She
deems the communication of one’s humanity as the key to making a piece
relatable, and Thomas does nothing less in her own work. With startling and
original insights into how we construct stories, Monkeys with Typewriters is a
creative writing book like no other. It will show you how to not only write, but
also to a finer degree, how to read.
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